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1. Halloween at CATS London
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Observational drawing is one of the most fundamental parts of studying Fine Art. However, sometimes students can become precious or over-anxious about their drawings which can lead to stiff, timid and unadventurous imagery. To encourage a freer approach to drawing, students created a large canvas that we could all draw on together. Students then used a variety of techniques and materials to draw their hands, feet and shoes. As you can see we created a vast array of drawing – students were able to compare techniques and draw inspiration from each other. We hope to maintain the idea of observational drawing as something that is immediate, fun and expressive as the year progresses.

For Halloween night Premier House transformed into locations from the Harry Potter universe and hosted a fancy dress evening for CATS students. House parents organised an amazing evening with food, games, prizes, and a resident student DJ.
On Wednesday 18th October, Newcastle University visited CATS College London to offer an exclusive workshop to all of our Business UFP and Year 2 Business A-level students. Students gained insights into financial investments, learning about stocks, bonds and a variety of different markets. Students found the experience interesting and supported them to reflect on whether Newcastle University is a possible destination of study in the future.

On Tuesday 31st October, Regents University visited CATS College London. They held a business workshop aimed at Business UFP and Business A-level students, where they experienced an interactive, mini lecture on 'the power of super brands'. The session explored the importance of advertisement, and the various ways of promoting a brand in 2017. Students found the mini lecture to be very informative in supporting their learning of marketing topics in their studies.
Activities

Alexander Technique Workshop

On Friday 10th of November an Alexander Technique workshop will be running as part of mindfulness club at 4.15. A great opportunity for students and staff to learn about this technique to aid their posture and spatial awareness.

King’s College Film Screening

Students studying Spanish had the opportunity to attend a screening of the recent Colombian film “Gente de bien” at King’s College University on the 19th October. The film director is the Colombian Franco Lolli, and it was a screening organised in collaboration with the Cervantes Institute and the Embassy of Colombia in the UK. Students participated actively and had the chance to watch a film in Spanish language with English subtitles.

ATP Tennis tournament @ The O2

Wednesday 15th of November 7 students will be heading to the O2 arena to watch the Nitto ATP Finals.

Upcoming Theatre Trips

Thursday 5th October at the Apollo Victoria Theatre, London
Thursday 7th December at the Prince Edward Theatre, London

Further information:
Contact Anne Lefebvre
alefebvre@catslondon.com
Meet in Premier House Basement Common Room at 18:30
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Trips taking place in 2017/2018
Politics Model United Nations trip to New York
Boston exchange with Canterbury and Cambridge
Economics trip to Lisbon (Portugal)
Biology field trip to Dorset
Weekend trip to Paris

Upcoming Trips

Upcoming Theatre Trips
Thursday 23rd November at the Duchess Theatre, London
Meet in Premier House Basement Common Room at 18:30

THE PLAY THAT GOES WRONG

There will be a cultural trip to Seville (Spain) open to all A Level and UFP students, taking place in March 2018. All students, parents/guardians should have received a letter about the trip including all the details. If you have any questions please see Fabio Torrico.

The deadline for full payment and consent is Friday 24th November.

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED!
Contact Anne Lefebvre
alefebvre@catslondon.com

Theatrical Productions

The King’s College Film Screening
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